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In this paper we apply results from the first five papers of this series We give 
answers to particular cases of the two questions posed in [2]. We may summarize 
these answers as follows. 
Consider a solvable group AG where G a AG and (1 A i, 1 G 1) = 1. Suppose 
A (#I) is nilpotent and Z, 2 &-free for all primes p. Let V be an irreducible 
faithful k[AG]-module for some field k of characteristic prime to j A i. 
(1) If k = GF(r) for some prime Y, then A has at least one regular orbit 
on the elements of V. 
(2) Ir R < G, R n AG, Z(R) < Z(AG) is a normal extra special r-group, 
R/Z(R) irreducible for AG, and C,.,(R) = 1; and if k is algebraically closed then 
V iA has a regular A-direct summand unless 
(a) C,(R/Z(R)) = G and 
(b) A is cyclic or ap-group. 
In (2) it is possible to show that if (a), (b) occur and I/’ IA does not have a regular 
A-direct summand, then rqn + 1 = d where d / exp A and rrn / 1 R I much as in 
[I]. This issue is just ignored here. 
Further answers to the questions will be given in future papers of this sequence. 
In this paper we will quote freely from [2-51. 
I. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
PROPOSITION 1.1 [l, (TT.3)], [7, (10.8)]. A ssume that H is a group with normal 
subgroup N or index n. Suppose U is a K[H]-module over a field of characteristic 
not dividing n. If U IN is completely reducible then U is completely reducible. 
Suppose K is a field, H is a group and U a completely reducible K[H]-module. 
Assume g: U x L; - K is a nonsingular alternating bilinear form on U. 
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PROPOSITION 1.2 [l, (IV.3)]. In the situation just outlined, we may decompose 
U so that 
u = v, + ... j- v, -j- v1 + ... + Ft 
where each Vi is an irreducible nonsingular K[H]-module and each Vi = Wi -& W,* 
is a sum of totally isotropic irreducible K[H] -modules Wi , W, * and Vi is non-singular. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Assume V is a K[H]-module for a field of characteristic q. 
Suppose H is a subgroup of G = H x B and q does not divide 1 B 1, Then V IG is 
reducible. 
The two modules [B, V] and C,(B) are both nontrivial complementary 
K[Gj-submodules of V. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Assume BR is a group with normal extra special r-subgroup 
R and Z(R) < Z(BR). Suppose B is faithful and acts upon R/Z(R) as in [4, (3.6)]. 
Let A be of index two in B and suppose the 2-Sylow subgroup of A is quaternion or 
generalized quaternion. Then the charactu %,, of [4, (2.2)] satisfies 
where pa is the regular A-character and 1 R / = ++l. In particular, if A, < A 
then 9”,, IA@ contains the regular A,,-character. 
This is a straightforward application of [4, (3.8)(iv)]. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Assume B is a nonabelian subgroup of a semi-dihedral or 
generalixed quaternion group and B is Z, 2 Z,-f rec. Then B is quaternion of order 8. 
If Q > B thenQ/Z(Q) is dihedral of some order. Thus B/Z(&) must be abelian. 
From here the result is obvious. 
II. THE REGULAR ORBIT THEOREM 
HYPOTHESIS 2.1. Assume A is a nontrivial nilpotent Z, 2 Z,-free group for 
all primes p 1 1 A I. Let K = GF(r) f or a prime Y 7 / A 1 and V a faithful K[A]- 
module. 
THEOREM 2.2. If (2.1) holds then A permutes the elements of V with at least 
one regular orbit occurring. 
The proof proceeds by induction on dim V. Suppose (2.2) is false and (A, V) is 
a counterexample minimizing dim V. 
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2.3. STEP I. V is irreducible. 
Since (I A /, r) = 1, V is a completely reducible K[A]-module. Suppose 
V = V, t- ... & V, where the Vi are irreducible. Let Aj = ker V, . Assume 
t > 1. Then dim Vi < dim V so induction applies to (A/A, , Vi). Now (2.3) 
follows immediately from [5(1 .l)]. 
2.4. STEP II. V :N is homogeneous for every N il, A. 
Suppose not. Suppose for some N n A, V (,v = VI q ... t V, where the V’i 
are homogeneous components and t > 1. Let S be the stabilizer of VI in A. 
Then V, is an irreducible S-module and V, iA E V. Let Sr = ker V, . We 
apply induction to (S/S, , Vi) obtaining a regular S/&-orbit on V, . Since A is 
Z,l Z,-free, [5, (4.2)c)] applies to conclude this step. 
We now observe that the hypotheses [2, (4. l)] are satisfied for B := 1. Thus by 
[2, (4.2)] A has at least one regular orbit on V. This completes the proof of (2.2). 
III. THE REGULAR REPRESENTATION THEOREM: AN ORDINARY CASE 
HYPOTHESIS 3.1. Assume the following: 
(1) AG is a solvable group with normal subgroup G and nilpotent complement 
Awhere(IAj,/Gj)=l. 
(2) A is Z, l Z,-free for all primes p 1 j A /. 
(3) R ,< G is a normal extra special r-subgroup of AG with Z(R) < Z(AG). 
(4) C,(R) = 1. 
(5) R/Z(R) is an irreducible AG-module. 
(6) k is an algebraically closed Jield of characteristic prime to j A IT. 
(7) V is a sum of irreducible k[AG]- modules all nontrivialfor Z(R). 
THEOREM 3.2. If (3.1) holds then V IA contains a k[A]-regular direct summand 
or 
(1) Co(R/Z(R)) = G and 
(2) (i) A is cyclic, or 
(ii) A is a p-group for some prime p. 
The proof is by induction upon e = [ A [ + [G: C(R/Z(R))] + dim V. We 
assume (3.2) is false and choose a counterexample (AG, R, V) minimizing the 
number e. The first two reductions are very general in nature. They can be 
carried out under much weaker hypotheses. 
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3.3. STEP I. V is irreducible. 
Suppose V = V, i ... i V, where t > 1 and each Vi is irreducible. Let 
M = ker V, . By (3.1)(4), M < G and M n R = 1. We may identify A as 
A = AM/M and R as i? = RMIM in AG = AGIM. So induction applies to 
(E, R, VI). It is now obvious that if (3.2) holds for V, then it holds for V. 
For L 3 Z(R), a subgroup of R, set Lo = L/Z(R). The commutator mapping 
in R induces a nonsingular alternating bilinear form from R’J to GF(r)(=Z(R)) 
which is fixed by AG-action. By [5, (7.3)] there is a subgroup A,G, with A, < A 
and G, < G, and a subgroup R, < R with R, extraspecial so that 
(1) RI’ is a symplectic primitive A,Gr-module (since the “form” is 
alternating) and 
(2) RIO IAG N R. 
By [5, (7.8)], RI0 is a minimal A,G,-module. There is no difficulty in seeing 
that G, >, C(RO). In particular, G, 3 R. The Theorem (5.14) of [5] gives us the 
unique module VA(A,R,) h w ere h is a nontrivial linear k-character of Z(R). By 
the proof of [7, (51.7)] we may extend VA(A,R,) to a projective A,G,-module 
VI with a factor set 01. By [5, (5.18)] VI I@AG(=Vo) is an irreducible projective 
AG-module with a factor set /3. Further, V, /R is irreducible and V, IAR is ordinary 
(i.e. projective with factor set 1). By the same result, V, IAR = V,(AR) @ W 
where W is one dimensional and is either trivial or an AR/A,R-module where 
[A : A,] = 2. 
Now V is irreducible and V jZtR) is nontrivial so by (3) of (3.1) Z(R) acts as X 
on V for some nontrivial linear character h of Z(R). Thus V IR is homogeneous. 
So by [5, (5.19)] we see that V N V, @ 7J for some projective module U where 
u IAR is ordinary. 
3.4. STEP II. We may a.wume V, is ordinary and V = V, . That is, it is 
sz@cient o prove that V,,(AR)[ A has a regular A-direct summand. 
There is a central extension 
1-+(/3)+G*+G+l 
in which R is embedded split from (/3). Further, V, is an ordinary AG*-module. 
Note that [G* : C,,(R/Z(R))] = [G : C,(R/Z(R))]. Thus 
1 A 1 + [G* : C,,(R/Z(R))] + dim V, < e. 
If (3.2) holds for (AG*, R, V,) then clearly since V N V, @ U, it holds for 
(AG, R, V). Thus we may replace (AG, R, V) by (AG*, R, V,) proving (3.4). 
Our next main objective is to prove that R,O = P. That is, we wish to prove 
Ro is a minimal AG-module. To this end, we assume the following. 
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HYPOTHESIS 3.5. Rio < R”. 
3.6. STEP III. Let Al = A,/C,(R,O). If VA(A,R,)J,I contains a regular 
Jl-direct summand then V JA contains a regular A-direct summand. 
Assume Vi(A,R,)I, has a regular Xi-direct summand. If 1 RI j = r2f+i then 
dim VA(A.R ) = rf. Smce (1 A I, r) = I, this dimension tells us that VA(AIR1)JA1 
is not the regular Al-module. 
If x E AG, note that 
cc @ v~ I(A,G,)% = X @ VA(A,R,) l(,,,Gl)~-&. 
Let U, = x @ VI jca,c,)z-lna and set A,* = [(A,G,)“-’ n A]/ker U, . Then U, 
has an A,*-regular direct summand and is not the regular A,*-module. A 
simple application of [5, (4.4)c] th en tells us that U, I@‘a contains a regular 
A/ker U, /@-direct summand and is not itself the regular module. If 
ns ker U, I@JA = 1, then n,” U, lOA (where x runs over AxA,G,-double coset 
representatives in G) has a regular A-direct summand by [5, (1.2)]. 
By the Mackey Decomposition [5, (2.9)] 
where x runs again over AxArG,-double coset representatives. Therefore V IA 
has a regular A-direct summand. 
3.7. STEP IV. If C,JR,O) < G, then V,,(A,R,)I,, has a regular Al-direct 
summand. In particular, Cc,(Rlo) = Gl . 
Recall that VI is a projective A,G,-module with factor set 01. Also Vi jAIRl = 
V,(A,R,). As before we take a central extension 
of Gi and identify RI inside G,*. Since CY is trivial on RI such an embedding 
exists. Let M = ker VI . Since F7r is an ordinary A,G,*/M-module and 
RI0 < R”, we may apply induction to (A,G,*/M, RIM/M, V,). 
Assume C,$R,O) < Gi . By (3.2) then VI IAl = V~(A,R,)I,l has a regular 
(Al/A, n M =) Al-direct summand. Applymg (3.6) we conclude that 
CG~(R,~) = Gl . 
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3.8. STEP V. C,(RO) = G and G, = G. 
Note that RI0 IAG N RO and G a AG. Thus R” IG is a sum of conjugate 
homogeneous completely reducible G-modules. Since 
RI0 IAG IF N 2 3 OR,’ I ICY 
A,G,zG 
(A,G,)“‘nC 
R” jc contains the trivial G-module and therefore is a sum of trivial G modules, 
that is, CG(Ro) = G and G, = G. 
Our induction above tells us that (2) of (3.2) must hold for Jr . Further, R,O 
is a symplectic primitive, minimal, faithful Ar-module and Jr is nilpotent. In 
particular. Jr is completely determined by [3, (5.20)]. 
3.9. STEP VI. Al is cyclic and the character T’A of VA(A,R,) satisfies St^, IA, = 
p~L-AzhereA =lp,ifiA,\ is odd and A is the faithful character of Al/Al2 if 
I A, I is even, and ~2, zs the regular xl-character. 
Assume x1 is not cyclic i.e. by (3.2)(2), Jr is a p-group. An examination of 
[3, (2.1)-(2.4)] shows that Jr is not an odd p-group (since then A1 would be 
cyclic). And so Jr must be a 2-group. Since (3.2) is false and (3.2)( 1) holds, A is 
not a 2-group. That is, we may choose a subgroup A, of A containing A, so that 
[A, : A,] = p, an odd prime. Notice that R r” iA@ must be irreducible. By (1.3) 
then p divides I A1 / where 1 Jr 1 is a power of 2. This contradiction proves that 
Zr must be cyclic. 
Since the characteristic of k does not divide / A Ir, the character theory of 
V,+(A,R,) is ordinary. In particular, the character of V,(A,R,) is given by 
[4, WWI. If xA IA1 contains pgl then V,,(A,R,)I,l has a regular Al-direct 
summand. This violates (3.6) so [4, (3.8)(i)(b)] completes the proof of (3.9). 
3.10. STEP VII. R,O = R”. Hypothesis (3.5) is false. R” is a minimal 
(symplectic primitive) AG-module. 
Choose A, < A so that A, is of prime index p in A, . Assume that Jo = 
A,/ker U, where U = VA(A,R,)I,l 1 BAo, is not a p-group. Then A1 = g x B 
where g is a p-group and B is a nontrivial p’-group. By [6, (2.13)], if U does not 
have a regular .X0-direct summand then Q = 1, and either (a) 1 B / = 3 and 
p = 2, or (b) I B / = 2 and p is an odd prime. First consider the case where U 
has a regular Ao-direct summand. Then, by the same argument as in (3.6), 
we may show that U j @A ‘v V IA has a regular A-direct summand. This does not 
occur. 
Second we consider the case where Jo is a p-group. If A is not a p-group we 
may choose p and A, so that pl x1 / is not a power of p. Thus, this case will not 
occur unless A is itself a p-group. But if A is a p-group then by (3.8) we have 
(3.2)(l) and (2)(ii) holding. This is not the case. 
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Next we consider (a) and (b). Now R, O A* is an irreducible faithful &-module. / 
By (1.3) we havep : Ai 1. Thus (a), (b) do not occur. 
This proves (3.10). Our next major step is to show that G = C,(RO). To this 
end we assume the following. 
HYPOTHESIS 3.11. G > C,(Ro). 
3.12. STEP VIII. G/C,(RO) is cyclic of prime order s. 
Assume not. We show that G contains a proper normal subgroup M so that 
(0 M > G(RO), 
(ii) IM n AG, and 
(iii) R” IM is a sum of faithful irreducible M/C,(RO)-modules. 
By the definition of minimal module [5, (7.4)], there are essentially two ways 
that R” can be a minimal module: if N is normal in AG then Ro jN is either 
homogeneous, or is the sum of two homogeneous totally isotropic submodules. 
In the latter case, by [5, (7.7)d)], the kernel of N on the two homogeneous 
components is the same. In particular, if X is an irreducible constituent for N on 
Ro then N/ker X = N/C,,,(RO). From this, it is clear that M exists satisfying 
(i)-(iii). 
Next we consider R” i(M . Since (1 A I, r) = 1, by (1.1) R” lAbI is completely 
reducible. As in (1.2) we may write 
where each Si is an irreducible nonsingular AM-module and each Si* = 
TG $ Ti*, is nonsingular and a sum of two contragredient totally isotropic 
irreducible AM-submodules TA , Tiyz of Si*. In addition, all the Si , S,* are 
pairwise orthogonal. 
Let Ri be the inverse image in R of Si , and Ri* the same of Si*. Then let 
Tj be the inverse image in Ri* of TA . Note that Ti is a maximal abelian subgroup 
of Ri* normalized by AM. 
Form the module VAj(ARi). Let V, be a projective extension to AM. Form 
the module Vz(ARi*) and let Vi* be a projective extension to AM. By choosing 
the ;li , hi* appropriately we may assume that 
Let Ai = A/ker I/,,(AR,)I, and Ai* = A/ker V$(ARi*)iR . If V+(ARli)j, 
contains a regular A,-direct summand and V;(AR& also contains a regular 
A,*-direct summand, then by [5, (1.2)] V,(AR)/, will have a regular A-direct 
summand. 
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We first show that I’,* IA has a regular A,*-direct summand. Consider the 
group AT, = AT,O x Z(R) w h ere Tie < Ti is an A-invariant subgroup of 
the maximal abelian group Ti . Now hi*, a linear character of Z(R), has a linear 
extension to AT, with &* IATiO trivial, so that 
We may choose the x’s to be orbit representatives of A on T& . But now AM acts 
irreducibly on T& with A faithful and M nontrivial. By (2.2) A,* has a regular 
orbit on Tf2. For this orbit, we may choose x so that A/A” n A = Ai*. Thus 
Ai* I,%* iA contains the regular Ai*-character. It is not difficult to see that 
x zxz Ai* [AR‘ is irreducible of degree yf where / Ri / = r2f+i and has kernel 
C,(R,) = AZ n A. Therefore, the character of Vfc(ARi*) differs from x by a 
multiple of a linear character of izi *. Consequently, V:,(ARi*)I, ‘V Vi* IA has a 
regular A,*-direct summand. 
Second we show that Vi IA has a regular A,-direct summand. Take 6 the 
factor set of Vi . Form the central extension 
l+(S)-+M*-M+l. 
As always, induction applies to (AM*/K, R,K/K, Vi) where K = ker Vi . Since 
C,*(R,O) < M*, Vi IA has a regular (A/A n K =)A,-direct summand. 
Putting this all together proves I’ j.4 has a regular direct summand. So (3.12) 
holds. 
3.13. STEP IX. Hypothesis (3.11) is false. G = C,(RO). Now Ro is a minimal 
(symplectic primitive) A-module. 
Since V iA differs from V,(AR)l, by a one-dimensional AR/R-tensor factor, 
and since the characteristic of k does not divide 1 A [Y, we conclude that the 
character 5Y2^, of Z’A(AR) is ordinary (i.e. not “modular”). In particular, by taking 
the Brauer character, we may assume ZA is a complex character. 
Now by (3.12) G/C,(RO) is a cyclic group of prime order s. By the Frattini 
argument, A normalizes an s-Sylow subgroup of G. We choose S a subgroup 
of this Sylow subgroup minimal such that A normalizes S and SC,(RO) = G. 
Now we consider ASR. By Theorem (5.14) of [5] there is a unique character 
%JASR) so that it satisfies the given conditions of that theorem. The kernel 
of this character is C,(R) since A is faithful on R. By factoring out C,(R) we may 
assume C,(R) = 1. Note that 
So (3.13) will follow from (3.4) if we can show that XA(ASR)iA contains the 
regular A-character. Now AS acts upon RO as ASC,(RO)/C,(RO) = AG/C,(RO). 
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So R” is a minimal (symplectic primitive) AS-module. Suppose first that AS is 
not nilpotent. Then AS satisfies [4, (4.1)] so by [4, (4.28)], %A(ASR);,d contains 
the regular A-character. 
We may now assume AS is nilpotent. If AS is cyclic, since j S j > 1, [4, (3.8)] 
tells us that X,(ASR)i, contains a regular A-character. If AS is not cyclic then 
by [3, (3.20)] AS must be a subgroup of the one described in [3, (2.4)] since AS 
is not a 2-group. The 2-Sylow subgroup of A must be quaternion since A is 
Z, t Zs-free. But now by (1.4) .Fn(ASR)IA contains the regular A-character. This 
completes the proof of (3.13). 
3.14. STEP X. Condition (3.2)(2) hoZds. 
Here R” is a faithful minimal A-module. We assume A is not cyclic or 
quaternion. If A is a subgroup of a generalized quaternion group then A is 
cyclic or quaternion of order 8 since it is Z, 2 Z,-free. Thus [3, (3.20)] tells us that 
A must be a subgroup of the one described in [3, (2.4)] and A has a quaternion 
2-Sylow subgroup, By (1.4) X, iA contains the regular character so V IA has a 
regular A-direct summand. Thus A is cyclic or quaternion. That is, A is cyclic 
or a (p =)2-group. So (3.2)(2) holds. 
3.15. STEP XI. (3.2) is true. 
This follows from (3.13) and (3.14). 
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